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Unicorn Milk Lifetime Happiness Points: 0 This reward has no happiness points, and sadly there's no way to fix it. If you want to give your Sim a free drink, it'll have to be by completing the 'Free Unicorn Milk' task in World Adventures. This is not recommended for sims under level 16, but Simmers will want to keep this reward if they want
to level up faster. The vast majority of expansion packs are free. The Sims 3 also has three base-packs, which are discounted as downloads are made available. The base-pack is like a foundation for adding extra content. Note that the base-pack may not include some highly requested content, such as new toddlers. Lifetime Happiness
Points: 19,000 Lifetime Happiness Points: 22,000 If you have enough SimPoints, you can purchase the ability to have your Sims go through relationship beta tests. You can buy a one-time beta use, or you can keep buying more beta uses to extend the beta test. As of the writing of this guide, the base-pack for this is Buy a Wish. See the
base-packs page for an idea of what is in that pack. If you enjoyed this Trait Pack, leave us a Like ! We appreciate all the lovely Simmers out there who download and share our free content, we love to watch the creativity and ingenuity that comes out of this game! If you'd like to hear more of what we're up to with the Ascension Project
and all our free content, make sure to sign up for our Facebook group , follow us on Twitter or check out our website ! We love to have conversations about the game and share all kinds of creative stuff.

Free Simpoints Generator

Select the amount of SimPoints you would like to add to your Sim's account. You can add at a time up to 500 SimPoints. Click 'Next', and then click 'Start'. The generation process will be started and will run in the background, unless you close the SimPoints window. To add SimPoints to your Sim's account, open the file which contains your
generated code and run it. Once you have downloaded and extracted the file, double-click it to start the generation process. Click 'Next' and select the amount of SimPoints you would like to add. Click 'Next' and it will generate your free SimPoints. Master InventorLifetime Happiness Points: 10,000All Free! The Master Inventor upgrade is
sure to keep you happy, as you will automatically receive a free invention whenever you produce an item at a regular rate. This can be done with any invention, as it does not require any scrap. Additionally, Master Inventor upgrades also supply 25% more benefits for your invention. Emit Lifetime Happiness Points: 40,000Complete the

University Major Page. It's very obvious. You might actually need the Knowledge SimPoints to pass all of the classes, and some may be thrown in if you finish with the Knowledge SimPoints. You can clear this in the Additional Stuff menu. (You can also find this page in the SimGuru, it's part of a vShared. On a tablet, you can just locate it in
the My Stuff menu at the bottom, on a computer, you'll have to start a PC game and search it by location or find the path in the "Help Section" of the SimGuru. 5ec8ef588b
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